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Details of know / Suspected / Unknown I Accused with Full particulars.

(Attach separate sheet, if necessary)

8. Reasons for delay in reporting by complaint / informant
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transfened to P.S. ................. on point of jurisdiction. FIR read over to the complaint / informant

admitted to be conectly recorded and a copy given to the complaint / lnformsnt free of cost.
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(b) Father's / Husband's Name
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11. lnquest report / U.D. : Case No., if any
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To,
The Officer In-Charge
Patrasayei police Station
Bankura.

Ref.:- Patrasayer p.s GDE No- 367 Date- 09.03.2024.

Sub:- Prayer for lodging FIR.

Sir,
with due respect and humble submission. I sI Kartik Rongdar of patrasayerPolice station producing herewith the followirrg ."i^i articles under proper seizurelist duty seared and packed in a 01 prastic 

"""t oo K.G, 2zso;; 
-;; 

0r plasticsack sample 2zs Grams poppy like prants wiu: capsui;:;;,,Tili,llJ" sask total06 K'G 490 Grams and hereby lodge-d a compt'aint against thl ownerql"of thecultivated rand situated at Lat - 23.142613 
"r,a 

torrg- 87.459575 under Mouza_Talsagra, Gp- Jamkuri, p.s- patrasayer, Dist. - Bankura to the "rr#;;,"";o9'o3'2o24 at 10:15'hrs received a secret source information that iliegar poppycultivation has been going on in a scattered way in Talsagra mot)za,Jamkuri G.punder Patrasayer P's. I diarized, the matter vide patrasayer p.s GDE No-367 Dated_o9.o3.202+ and informed the matter to_sl soum"r, ai,"it"";;;, 
"')!;/;$|:;P'S' Accordingly sI soumen Bhattacharyya, o/c patrasayer p.s sent e_mailmessage to the superiors for granting permission for holding raid in Td";;; ;il;under Jamkuri G'P' He also sent requisition through email to BDo patrasayer,Bl'&LRo Patrasayer and o/c Excise Sonamukhi circ[ to accompany us for holdingraid and search at the above noted place.

At ll:os hours as per direction of o/c patrasayer p.s and ,a6ii*rrgnecessarJr permission from superiors. I al0ng wlt}- c/g20 ctrittaran;; ffi;;;:NVF-258 ujjwal Das & L1/:HA.- usha e* ian3a, left for Talsagra village underJamkuri G.p in Govt. vehicle bearing regd. No-we- 24K/442g to work out theinformation vide patrasayer p.s c.c No-655 Dated og.o3,2024 xld,patrasayer p.sGDE No'- s7s Dated- 09.0s.2024 alongwith erectronic weighing machine,is.qaring

;n;ffiear, white papers, ;,"-;; ";.ai.;;fi:,s 
articles and with hig1rer

I along with my accompanying force after reaching the spot at Talsagra villageunder Jamkuri G'P at about ir,+s rrrs r- rouna-""" 
"rrrvated land with fullycultivated 

.'pr-oppy like plants. In the meantime, sri subhash Biswas, BDo patraFayeraccompanied with BL&LRO patrasayer & oic ;;1"'sorr.*ukhi circle, JamturiGram Panchayat and inspected the cultivated land. I tried to collect the owner,sname of the said curtivated land to serve ,h" ;";;but nouoay appears theie alsocouid not able to give th" ""t"; ooir". 
" ,r*" "i ur" 

"*a cultivated land at thattime. Accordingly, r seized (1) 06 kg aeo *;;;;; d:;;iJ#;'Lfi e,and (2)
,,'..],, :::



87 '459575 un-der proper seizure list duly signed by the witnesses in presence ofBDo Patrasayer duly packed, sealed and labeled and took signature of thewitnesses and BDo, Patrasayer, BL&LRo Patrasayer and o/c Excise sonamukhiGram Panchayat on the seizure list and labels.

At that time under the direction of BDo Patrasayer along with forcesdestroyed approx 1oo-120 pcs. of poppy like plants which was illegal{ cultivated atthat plot by the owner of the said plot in presence of witnesses and other officials,
A11 the process like weighing, destruction, seizure, sealing and labeling were done inpresence of the sri subhash Biswas, BDo Patrasayer other officials and witnessesunder proper videography. The entire seizure was made in betwee n l2:2s hrs. to12:45 hrs' I also prepared inventory list in presence of sri subhash Biswas, BDoPatrasayer' under the above it is reasonably believe that the owner of the cultivatedland cultivated poppy 1ike plant with a view to wrongful gain.

After that I along with force returned to P.s with the sei26d articles andsubmitted written complaint for lodging a specific case under proper section of 1awagainst owner of cultivated poppy piants illegatly at the above noted land vide Lat -23.1426L3 and rong- gz.4sgszs under Mouza- Tarsagra, Gp- Jamkuri, ps_
Patrasayer, Dist. - Bankura.

Encl:-
1. Original Seizure List along with seized articles.
2. Certificate of Destruction from BDO patrasayer.
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